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A B S T R A C T   

Monitoring and understanding urban development requires up-to-date information on multiple urban land-use 
classes. Manual classification and deep learning approaches based on very-high resolution imagery have been 
applied successfully, but the required resources limits their capacity to map urban land use at larger scales. Here, 
we use a combination of open-source satellite imagery, constituting of data from Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2, and 
socioeconomic data, constituting of points-of-interest and spatial metrics from road networks to classify urban 
land-use at a national scale, using a deep learning approach. A related challenge for large-scale mapping is the 
availability of ground truth data. Therefore, we focus our analysis on the transferability of our classification 
approach, using ground truth labels from a nationwide land-use dataset for the Netherlands. By dividing the 
country into four regions, we tested whether a combination of satellite data and socioeconomic data increases the 
transferability of the classification approach, compared to using satellite data only. The results indicate that 
socioeconomic data increases the overall accuracy of the classification for the Netherlands by 3 percentage 
points. In a transfer learning approach we find that adding socioeconomic data increases the accuracy between 3 
and 5 percentage points when trained on three regions and tested on the independent fourth one. In the case of 
training and testing on one region and testing on another, the increase in overall accuracy increased up to 9 
percentage points. In addition, we find that our deep learning approach consistently outperforms a random forest 
model, used here as benchmark, in all of the abovementioned experiments. Overall, we find that socioeconomic 
data increases the accuracy of urban land use classification, but variations between experiments are large.   

1. Introduction 

The dual role of cities as a platform for sustainable development on 
the one hand and a driver in environmental and climate change on the 
other hand poses challenges for land-use planners (Khakee, 2020). 
Missing information and a lack of understanding of the underlying 
processes of change makes it hard to navigate the, non-trivial, trade-off 
between conserving environmentally important areas and increasing the 
social, economic, and ecological value of cities (Bakker et al., 2021; 
Christensen and Arsanjani, 2020). This is why it is necessary to have up- 
to-date information about the land-use and land cover (LULC) to effec-
tively plan, manage, and monitor the effects of urbanization (Liping 
et al., 2018). Detailed information on land cover is available on a con-
tinental or even global scale (Buchhorn et al., 2020; J. Chen et al., 2015). 
However, these large scale maps do not contain multiple urban land use 

classes, and maps that do contain detailed urban land-use information, 
which reflects human activity in cities, are not yet globally available at 
the same scale (Gong et al., 2020). 

Increasing the level of automation and using openly accessible data 
could reduce the time it takes to produce large scale urban land-use (LU) 
maps (Leinenkugel et al., 2019). On a city scale, manual photo inter-
pretation of very high resolution (VHR, <1 m) satellite images can be 
used to create a land-use map, such as for Madrid (Díaz-Pacheco and 
García-Palomares, 2014). On a European scale, the Urban Atlas (UA) 
and Corine Land Cover (CLC) also use manual classification based on 
very high resolution (VHR) satellite images and local cadastral data, in 
addition to the automated mapping procedures applied (Büttner, 2014; 
Prastacos and Chrysoulakis, 2011). In the United States of America 
(USA) a land-use map, containing both urban and non-urban classes, 
was constructed by Theobald (2014) using national census data. These 
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three large scale urban land-use maps are all heavily dependent on 
census or cadastral data. Yet, census data is generally not updated within 
short intervals and cadastral data is even inexistent in some low and 
middle income countries. New census data in the USA is only available 
every ten years for example. Automating the process by employing deep 
learning algorithms to extract high level features from openly available 
data with a high temporal and spatial coverage would reduce the 
dependence on data generated by governments. 

In recent years the potential of urban LU classification using deep 
learning, most prominently convolutional neural networks (CNNs), has 
increased significantly (Ma et al., 2019). The main characteristic of a 
CNN is its ability to encode both spatial and spectral information 
(Mahdianpari et al., 2018). Several studies used a CNN to classify land- 
use either by pixel based (Makantasis et al., 2015; Yue et al., 2015), 
patch based (Albert et al., 2017) and object based (Du et al., 2021) 
approaches. There is a plethora of neural networks available and 
choosing the most suitable method depends on its application, the 
computational resources, and amount of training data available. A 
global overview of the most well-known deep learning structures and 
their advantages is given in (Mahdianpari et al., 2018). Comparatively 
good results have been achieved, reaching an overall accuracy (OA) of 
>90%, on classifying functional zones on a local scale using very high 
resolution satellite images (Huang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2017; Zhou 
et al., 2020). However, due to the high costs per square meter it is, 
however, often not feasible to cover large areas using VHR data (Boyle 
et al., 2014). 

Freely available satellite data with a high spatial and temporal 
coverage, such as Sentinel data, can be a viable alternative to map urban 
land-use. Liu et al. (2019) obtained good result using Sentinel-2 and 
Sentinel-1 to classify LULC on a small scale. On a larger scale Sumbul 
et al. (2019) and Helber et al. (2019) showed that with enough training 
data Sentinel-2 was capable of distinguishing between urban land-use 
classes. Yet, creating enough ground truth data to perform supervised 
classification on a large scale remains a major bottleneck. To deal with 
this issue, a classifier that is trained on a domain where ground truth 
information is available (source domain), can be applied to a domain 
without prior knowledge (target domain), referred to here as model 
transferability. Yet, the applicability of model transfer depends on the 
similarity between the source, and target domain. Transferring trained 
models from one domain to another has been tested in multiple settings. 
Wurm et al. (2019) successfully applied a CNN trained on very high 
resolution Quickbird images to map slums from Sentinel-2 images. Al-
bert et al. (2017) showed that a convolutional neural network (CNN) 
trained on one city in Europe was considerably worse in classifying 
urban land-use when applied to a different city. 

Because spectral properties and spatial configurations of specific 
land-use classes can differ between cities, certain structural character-
istics do not correlate unambiguously with usage of buildings. As a 
result, it is not straightforward to use satellite imagery alone when 
shifting from one domain to another. Therefore, using ancillary data 
could further improve the transferability, especially when these ancil-
lary data are consistent over time and space. In many instances the 
combination of multiple types of data, such as point-of-interest (POI), 
mobile phone positioning, social media check in data, or street façade 
images, resulted in an increased classification accuracy of urban land- 
use (Gong et al., 2020; Kang et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2020; Yokoya 
et al., 2018). The potential for model transferability using multiple types 
of data has only been investigated in a few instances. Srivastava et al. 
(2019) showed that combining Google Street View Images with satellite 
data increased the ability of their neural network to classify urban land- 
use in Nantes while trained only on data from the ̂Ile-de-France. Gong 
et al. (2020) used, among other sources, Sentinel and POI data as input 
to classify urban land-use for China by employing a model trans-
ferability approach. They reported relatively low overall accuracies due 
to the effect of mixed land-use objects and their choice to extract only 
low level features (Chen et al., 2021). Chen et al. (2021) used, among 

other sources, population, Sentinel, and block size data from the United 
States of America (USA) to test the transferability of their trained net-
works and found large differences in overall accuracy between cities. 
Although some of the results from previous studies are promising, the 
variation in results suggest there is still room for improvement regarding 
model transferability in urban land use classification. 

The aim of this paper is to assess the transferability of a deep learning 
model from one region to another using freely-available satellite imag-
ery in combination with ancillary socioeconomic data. Firstly, we 
investigated whether combining Sentinel-1 and -2 data with spatial 
statistics derived from road networks, and POI data will improve the 
classification accuracy of urban land-use compared to only using 
Sentinel-1 and -2 data. Secondly, we investigated whether adding road 
network, and POI statistics will improve the classification in a new, 
unseen region. The deep learning approach was tested on several regions 
within the Netherlands for which a labelled training and testing ground 
truth data set was constructed. Additionally, the results from our deep 
learning model are benchmarked against a Random Forest model 
trained using the same input data. In the remainder of this paper we will 
first explain the different data sources and construction of a training/ 
testing dataset. Secondly, a description of the model and experimental 
setup is given. Subsequently we will present the classification results and 
discuss to what extent adding additional data improves the trans-
ferability of a deep learning approach. 

2. Data and method 

2.1. Data 

In the following section we first describe the collection of labelled 
samples for training, validation and testing. Secondly, we discuss the 
pre-possessing of the satellite, POI, and road network data. The study 
area covers the entire Netherlands which was divided in four regions to 
test the potential for model transferability. An impression of the 
different data types used in this study is shown in Fig. 1. 

2.1.1. Ground truth and sampling 
A supervised deep learning approach requires a large set of labelled 

samples. Manually creating a ground truth dataset is a time intensive 
process, which is why we chose to use the publicly available land-use 
dataset of the Netherlands as the main source for our ground truth. 
The land-use dataset of the Netherlands (from here forth referred to as 
LUNL) is the most recent land-use data set that covers the whole country. 
It is available on https://www.nationaalgeoregister.nl and was pro-
duced based on cadastral data and aerial images from the summer of 
2015. There are 34 different classes defined in the LUNL dataset of 
which 18 relate to built-up land. The data is presented as polygons, 
which have no specified threshold on area size. 

From the LUNL data we split and regrouped some of the 18 built-up 
classes into seven final urban land-use classes with a level of detail be-
tween the Corine Land Cover (CLC) and LUNL data (Table 1). Rear-
ranging and combining some of the classes was necessary to create a 
framework with functionality-based classes that we expect to be iden-
tifiable from satellite imagery. For example, it is not uncommon to find 
buildings that contain a mix of public institutions and commercial of-
fices in the Netherlands, while these are represented as separate classes 
in the LUNL data. Keeping these classes separate would make it very 
difficult for a deep learning algorithm to classify them correctly based on 
satellite imagery. Firstly, we split the Industrial and Offices class and 
merged the Offices with Socio-cultural institutions, Public facilities, Retail 
trade, hotel and catering to create a class that relates to service providers. 
We used the thematically refined CLC (Rosina et al., 2018) to make the 
initial split and visually checked all samples marked as offices (N =
1493) with Google API images whether the split was performed prop-
erly. In the LUNL dataset, utility companies are combined with 
governmental institutions into the class: Public institutions. In order to 
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separate the two different types of land-use, we downloaded Google API 
images and visually reclassified utility companies as Industrial land-use. 
Thirdly, to form the Agricultural class, we combined the Greenhouses with 
the Other agricultural use class. The latter class covers both built-up and 
non-built-up agricultural land. In order to filter out the non-built-up 
land the Global Urban Footprint 2012 (GUF) from Esch et al. (2012) 
was used. To fully capture large farms the GUF with a resolution of 84 m 
mask was buffered to 254 m (three original pixels). Based on the 
intersection between agricultural land from LUNL and built up land 
from the GUF, the built-up agricultural land patches were extracted. A 
final selection of built-up agricultural land was made through filtering 
the set of all (N = 2890) samples by visually inspecting associated 
Google API images. Fourthly, we grouped the Airport, Main road, and 
Railroad classes to create the Infrastructure class. The Main roads and 
railroad class in the LUNL dataset are visualized as elongated polygons. 
This shape makes identifying built-up intersections and train stations 
very difficult. Therefore, to identify the locations of large highway in-
tersections the OSM API was used. Every highway intersection point was 
buffered to a 200 × 200 m2 area and labelled as Main Road. In order to 
get the location of train stations a similar approach to the Main Road 
class was used. Based on point location data from the Dutch Railways, 
ground truth was created by buffering the point locations by an area of 
200 × 200 m2. Finally, the Sports and leisure class was created by 
replacing the Sports ground class from LUNL with the Sport and leisure 
facilities from the Rosina et al. (2018) dataset as it includes leisure fa-
cilities such as camp sites and marinas as well. To form the final Sports 
and leisure class the Park and public garden from LUNL was combined 
with Sport and leisure facilities from Rosina et al. (2018). The sampling 
approach caused a non-uniform distribution of the number of samples 
per class (Table 1). This is, in part, due to the fact that the majority of 
built-up land is occupied by residential areas. Furthermore, urban parks 
and golf courses were also included in urban land, which by surface area 

Fig. 1. Visual impression from Google Earth and sampled input data per land-use class. A: Sports and leisure, B: Residential, C: Commercial Public Service. From left 
to right: Google earth image, Sentinel-2 RGB composite of band B4,B3,B2, Sentinel-1 RGB composite of band VV,VV,VH, road network, and POI points. 

Table 1 
Overview of urban land-use classes used in this study (left), the classes from the 
ground truth data (centre-left), and classes from level 3 Corine Land Cover 
(centre-right). For each land-use class, the number of samples is shown (right).  

Our scheme Netherlands 
land-use 2015  

Corine land cover lvl 3 Number of 
samples 

1 Residential Residential Continuous urban fabric 56,970 
Discontinuous urban 
fabric 

2 Industrial Industrial from 
Industrial and offices 

Industrial, commercial 
and transport units 

16,831 

Utility from Public 
institutions 

3 Agricultural Other agricultural 
usage  

6478 

Greenhouses 
4 Commercial 

and services 
Retail trade, hotel 
and catering 

(Included in Industrial, 
commercial and 
transport units) 

7067 

(Industrial and) 
offices 
Public institutions 
Socio-cultural 
facilities 

5 Infrastructure Main road Road and rail networks 
and associated land 

3495 

Railroad Airports 
Airport 

6 Mines and 
dump sites 

Mining area Mineral extraction sites 1220 
Dumping site Dump sites 

7 Sports and 
leisure 

Park and public 
garden 

Green urban areas 17,664 

Sports ground Sport and leisure 
facilities  
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cover a larger area than, for instance, commercial and service areas. 
Each labelled polygon from the ground truth dataset was sampled 

proportionally to its size with windows of 200 × 200 m2. In order to 
create high quality training data, we only selected patches with at least 
50% coverage by the polygon. 

2.1.2. Satellite data 
In order to classify urban land-use, Sentinel-2 level 1C and Sentinel-1 

ground range detected (GRD) data was used as input to train and test the 
deep learning algorithm. Sentinel data was chosen as it is freely avail-
able and has high temporal and spatial coverage. Considering that the 
ground truth was constructed for summer 2015, images were selected as 
close as possible to this period. From the Google Earth Engine Sentinel-1 
GRD scenes between December 2015 and April 2016 were obtained. We 
selected the vertical transmission-vertical reception (VV), and the ver-
tical transmission-horizontal reception (VH) bands, and took the median 
of each band in order to filter out any outliers. Sentinel-2 level 1C images 
between October 2015 and March 2016 obtained from the Google Earth 
Engine were atmospherically corrected using the approach of (Yin et al., 
2019). The Sentinel level 2A were then mosaicked per Dutch province to 
create twelve cloudless and shadow free composites in total. The 20 m 
and 60 m resolution bands were discarded as Liu et al. (2019) showed 
that including the 20 m resolution bands did not increase the overall 
accuracy of their urban land-use classification in a deep learning 
approach. 

2.1.3. Point-of-interest data 
To create a POI dataset OSM data of the Netherlands with reference 

year 2016 was downloaded from GEOFABRIK.de. From the OSM data 
we selected the geographic information represented as point data using 
the esy-osmfilter described in (Pluta and Lündsdorf, 2020). The full 
point dataset contains POIs within a broad range of categories. To filter 
out the potentially useful POIs we selected the categories: amenity, land- 
use, building, man-made, leisure, military, historic, power, railway, aero-
drome, place, and highway. The POIs were then grouped in one of the 
seven LU classes based on their tag. With tags like: commercial, or golf 
course it was straightforward to group POIs in one of the predefined LU 
classes. A large number of POIs, however, contained tags such as: waste 
basket, bench, or parking and were more ambiguous to assign to a class. In 
order to still include these POIs in the final classification the categories 
Other, and Parking were added. An overview of a selection of tags that 
are associated with each category is shown in Table 2. We used a win-
dow size of 4800 m to sample the POI data based on the spatial scale 
sensitivity experiment described in section 2.2.6. 

Following the approach of Andrade et al. (2020) we calculated POI 
features per sample in two different ways. The first feature was calcu-
lated by taking distance from the sample centroid to the closest POI of 
each class. Since our dataset consisted of samples which did not contain 
all types of POIs we took the inverse distance as input to the model. This 
ensures giving low weights to categories which are not present in a 
sample and high weights to POIs with small distances to the sample 
centroid. The second metric is the proportion of POIs belonging to a 
certain class within the sample and was calculated by taking the amount 
of POIs belonging to a category divided by the total number of POIs in 
the sample area. 

2.1.4. Road network data 
The sampling of road network data was performed by downloading 

the statistical road network information for each sample using OSMnx 
by Boeing (2017). The road network measures included and their de-
scriptions are shown in Table 3. We used a window size of 400 m to 
sample the road network statistics based on the spatial scale sensitivity 
experiment described in section 2.2.6. 

2.2. Model set-up and experiments 

To test whether the combination of satellite data with metrics from 
POI and road network data can deal with the problem of interclass dif-
ferences between regions, we used a model that integrates information 
from the different sources. We first describe the model setup followed by 
the experiments. 

2.2.1. Model setup 
We used a wide contextual residual neural network (WCRN) to 

classify urban land-use from Sentinel-1 and -2 data, as it has shown good 
performance in image classification and has better optimization 
compared to equally deep conventional neural networks (He et al., 
2016). In order to fully utilize spatial and spectral information we chose 
to use the network architecture proposed by Lee and Kwon (2017) 
(Fig. 2a). The main differences between the WCRN and a conventional 
CNN, such as ResNet, are the multiscale feature banks and the amount of 
convolutional layers present in the network architecture. The multi- 
scale feature bank allows for the combined extraction of spatial and 
spectral structures at the initial stage of the processing. The benefit of 
including multi-scale filters was already shown in the Inception net-
works where it was included to deal with a variation in the information 
density within images (Szegedy et al., 2015). The reduction in the 
amount of convolutional layers means that the network is less prone to 
overfitting and needs less training samples compared to well-known 
architectures such as VGG16, AlexNet, and ResNet152 (Lee and Kwon, Table 2 

POI tag per class.  

Class Tag 

AGRICULTURAL farmland, farmyard, orchard, vineyard, greenhouse, 
horticulture, plant nursery, reservoir covered, silo, 
farm 

COMMERCIAL PUBLIC 
SERVICE 

commercial, retail, military, religious, cemetery, 
bicycle repair station, bicycle rental, car rental, car 
sharing 

INDUSTRIAL 
PRODUCTION 

industrial, basin, port, depot, works, chimney, storage 
tank, wastewater plant, kiln 

RESIDENTIAL residential, garages, neighbourhood, city block 
MINES DUMP SITES brownfield, landfill, quarry, salt pond, mineshaft, 

petroleum well, bunker silo, adit, waste transfer station 
INFRASTRUCTURE railway, bus station, ferry terminal, bridge, wildlife 

crossing, motorway junction, junction, gate, 
aerodrome 

SPORT LEISURE Recreation ground, Village green, Winter sports, Boat 
rental, boat sharing, bandstand, beach resort, bird hide, 
bleachers 

OTHER flagpole, street cabinet, water tap, water tower, baking 
oven, bench, clock, dog toilet, give box 

PARKING parking, parking entrance  

Table 3 
Description of the measures included from OSMnx. Table adjusted from Boeing, 
2017.  

Measure name: Description: 

Average circuity Average ratio between edge length and straight line distance 
between the nodes the edge links. 

Average Street 
length 

Average length of all edges in the undirected representation of 
the graph. 

Street length total Total length of all edges in the undirected representation of 
the graph. 

Street segments 
count 

Number of edges in the undirected representation of the 
graph. 

Average Streets per 
node 

Average number of streets per node including intersections 
and dead ends. 

Diameter, Maximum distance from a node to all other nodes. 
radius Minimum distance from a node to all other nodes. 
Average degree 

centrality 
Average fraction of nodes that each node is connected to. 

m Number of edges in network 
n Number of nodes in network  
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2017). These networks need a large amount of layers in order to learn 
sufficient high-level features to distinguish between a large number of 
categories. This also means millions of training images are required in 
order to produce good results. The relative low demand for training data 
was an important consideration, as splitting the data set per region 
resulted in a limited amount of data for training the network. Liu et al. 
(2019) demonstrated the potential of the network by classifying urban 
land-use with an overall accuracy of 91% in a case study of Guanzhou, 
China. By distinguishing between 11 classes they showed the network is 
sufficiently deep for our task. In order to extract information from the 
road metrics and POI distribution we used a fully connected neural 
network with four layers including batch normalization, and rectified 
linear units to increase the generalization of the model, and introduce 
non-linearity respectively. The output of both parts is combined and 
used, similar to (Cao et al., 2020), as input in fully connected layers. The 
loss over the input is calculated using the Cross entropy loss and weights 
are optimized using Stochastic gradient descent. 

2.2.2. Baseline experiments 
Training and testing data were drawn from the entire Netherlands, to 

create a baseline result with which the outcome of further experiments 
was compared. In the baseline experiments the added value of each data 
source to classifying urban land-use was assessed by using the following 
settings: Firstly, only part (a) from the model (Fig. 2) was used to classify 
urban LU from Sentinel-1 & -2 data and only part (b) from the model was 
used to classify urban LU from road network and POI data. Secondly, 
part (a) and (b) were combined in (c) to classify LU with the combined 
input of Sentinel-1 & -2 data and socioeconomic data. The latter step was 
repeated with only road network metrics only POI data, and all data 
sources combined. 

2.2.3. Benchmarking 
To place the results from the WCRN in context, we employed a 

standard Random Forest (RF) model as a baseline model. RF models can 

currently be considered the baseline for land-use and land-cover clas-
sification (Gong et al., 2020; Plakman et al., 2022; Tu et al., 2021), and 
thus serve as a baseline for comparison and interpretations of our ana-
lyses. The initialization parameters of the RF, namely: the number of 
classification trees and the number of input variables split at each node, 
were found to be optimal at 500 trees and 28 variables, respectively, 
based on experiments with multiple different values. The RF model was 
optimized by the mean decrease in Gini coefficient. The input for the RF 
was created by calculating, from each band of the Sentinel data, the 
minimum, maximum, and mean value per sample. Together with the 
socioeconomic data, also used in the WCRN model, this formed a feature 
vector of length 48. 

Similar to the WCRN approach, we used the RF model to classify 
urban land use for the Netherlands as a whole, and in each of the 
transferability experiments. Also similar to the WCRN approach, RF 
experiments were done for all combinations of satellite data, Road 
Networks, and POI data as input, to ensure comparability. 

2.2.4. Transferability experiments 
In order to test the potential of applying the trained model to regions 

that are not represented in the training data, we divided the training and 
testing sets according to four geographical regions. Even within a rela-
tively small country such as the Netherlands differences in the built-up 
environment can be found (Coeterier, 1996). We divided the data based 
on the Nomenclature des Unités Territoriales Statistiques (NUTS) level 1 
division from Eurostat. NUTS level 1 is the largest scale division on a 
subnational level to group administrative areas and consists of a sub-
division into four regions for the Netherlands. In order to test the 
transferability, we first trained the model on data from three regions and 
applied the trained model to the one region left out. Secondly, we 
trained only on one region and tested on the three left out. The amount 
of data available per class within each region in shown in the table in 
Fig. 3. In order to reduce the effect of a difference in the amount of 
training data for each experiment, the training data from regions: East, 

Fig. 2. Overview of the model structure showing, (a) the WCRN part adjusted from Lee and Kwon (2017) with Sentinel-1 & Sentinel-2 input, (b) fully connected 
neural network with point-of-interest/road network metrics as input and (c) combined part. Batch normalization (BN) and rectified linear unit (ReLU) operations 
were added between layers in the model. The number of filters is shown above each layer. 
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South, and West were reduced to approximately match region North. 

2.2.5. Socioeconomic feature analysis 
In order to explain the results of the feature importance and the 

transferability experiments, we visualized the differences and similar-
ities in socioeconomic features. We extracted the output of the last layer 
from the social-economic part of the model, as was done in previous 
studies (Albert et al., 2017; Jean et al., 2016). The output from the last 
layer of the socioeconomic part of the model (Fig. 2b) is a high-level 
representation of the POI, and road network data. It contains the fea-
tures that the model considers to be the most discriminatory. The output 
is captured in a vector with 128 dimensions. To visualize the output, we 
mapped the vector to a two-dimensional space using the t-SNE algorithm 
(Van der Maaten, 2008). We applied the mapping using POI, and road 
network data from the entire Netherlands by randomly selecting 
approximately 240 samples per land-use category. Additionally, we 
visualized the two-dimensional mapping of only the Commercial, public, 
and service, and the Industrial production classes using 1500 randomly 
selected points per class. To visualize the features in a model trans-
ferability setting, we applied the same mapping to each region 
separately. 

2.2.6. Scale importance 
When choosing a suitable scale for land-use classification several 

trade-offs should be taken into account. Firstly, the maximum tile size is 
constrained by computational resources (Li et al., 2018) as tile size 
scales non-linearly with the number of trainable parameters in a 
network. This relation becomes a more dominant restraint on window 
size when the input image contains many spectral bands such as hyper- 
spectral images. Secondly, the minimum area covered by one tile should 
be in relation to the desired level of detail of classification and the 
maximum area by the constraint on avoiding heterogeneous pixels. Al-
bert et al. (2017) showed that reducing the tile size from 250 m to 50 m 
yielded a reduction in classification accuracy. They hypothesise that this 
reduction in accuracy is due to the lack of sufficient spatial information 
needed to extract high level features from an image. A commonly used 
tile size for POI based LU classification is 200 m (Barlacchi et al., 2020), 
but in scenarios where the POI density is lower it can pay off to increase 
the radius with which POIs are included. Andrade et al. (2020) showed 
for example that taking a search radius of 10 km gave better results than 
taking a radius of 2500 m. In order to test the effect of scale on the 
classification accuracy using POI and RN data, the 200 m was compared 
to 400 m (RN) and 400, 600, 1200, and 4800 m (POI). 

2.2.7. Training settings 
In each of the performed experiments a training and testing split of 

80/20 was used unless stated otherwise. During training a 20% of the 
training data was used for validation. All training, validation, and 
testing splits were performed class wise. The input data of the training, 
validation and test sets were normalized using the mean and standard 
deviation calculated from the training data set. The learning rate was 
scheduled to be divided by a factor ten if the validation loss did not 
decrease for three consecutive training epochs. Training was stopped 
when after five consecutive epochs the validation loss had not 
decreased. Furthermore we used an imbalanced data set sampler to 
reduce the effects of an imbalanced data set. The model is implemented 
using the Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2019) and Pytorch Lightning (Falcon, 
2019) frameworks and trained on the BAZIS HPC cluster using a single 
GPU. For each run the learning rate is determined by the learning rate 
finder of Pytorch Lightning. 

2.2.8. Evaluation metrics 
We use the overall accuracy and the average F1 score to evaluate the 

classification results. The overall accuracy (OA) is the sum of all 
correctly classified samples divided by the total amount of samples. The 
F1 score is calculated per class from the precision and recall. The 
average F1 score is the average of all classes and calculated as follows: 

F1 =
1
n

∑n

i=1

2piri

pi + ri  

where n is the number of classes, pi is the precision, and ri is the recall of 
class i. The precision and recall are calculated as follows: 

pi = TPi
PPi

ri = TPi
Pi.

where TPi is the number of true positives of class i, PPi 

is the sum of true positives and false positives of class i, and Pi is the sum 
of true positives and false negatives of class i. 

3. Results 

3.1. Baseline result for the Netherlands 

We find that the combination of Sentinel-1, Sentinel-2, POI, and road 
network statistics yields a higher accuracy than Sentinel data alone, POI 
combined with road network statistics, or the Sentinel data in combi-
nation with either POI or road network data (Table 4). The average F1 
score improves when all data sources are combined. Fig. 4a, shows the 
accuracy of this classification for the different urban land-use classes and 
the achieved accuracies of 85% OA and 77% average F1 score are 

Fig. 3. Left: Overview of the number of samples available after adjusting the number of samples from region East, South, and West. Right: Division of the Netherlands 
in four regions based on NUTS level 1 
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comparatively high given the relation between the input data and the 
target classification. The major difference between including and 
excluding socioeconomic data (POI and road network statistics) is the 
increase in accuracy of the Industrial production, Commercial Public Ser-
vice, and Sports and leisure classes (Fig. 4b). The increase in the average 
F1 score means a more balanced result is achieved when including the 
socioeconomic data. 

The WCRN model outperformed the Random Forest model for all 
combinations of input data except the combination without satellite 
imagery (Table 4). When the models were trained on only socioeco-
nomic data the OA was 11 percentage points (p.p.) higher for the 
Random Forest, compared to the WCRN. 

3.2. Results of the transferability experiments 

To investigate whether combining satellite data and socioeconomic 
data increases the transferability of the model, we trained the model on 
three out of four regions and tested it on the region left out. In this test of 
the models transferability, we find that the combination of Sentinel-1, 
Sentinel-2, POI and road network statistics yields a higher accuracy 

than the classifications that are based on Sentinel-1, and Sentinel-2 data 
only. When compared to the classification result based on all training 
data, the increase in accuracy after adding socioeconomic data is larger 
in the transferability tests approach as compared to the classification 
result for the entire Netherlands. Specifically, the increase in OA ranges 
from 3 to 5 p.p. in the transferability experiments, while it was 
maximum 3 p.p. in the classification of the complete country. Compared 
to the Sentinel only case, the inclusion of either POI or RN data increased 
the average F1 score at least with 4 p.p. in the East and 5 p.p. for all other 
regions. Fig. 5 illustrates the effect of the different models in this 
experiment for the city of Eindhoven, in the South region of the 
Netherlands. both the classification result using only Sentinel data (a), 
and the result where POI and RN data was added (b) show a decent 
similarity to the ground truth (c). In both (a) and (b) some Industrial 
areas are misclassified as Commercial Public Service, but this confusion 
seems to be slightly less in (b) than in (a). 

When the classification model was trained on one region and applied 
on another region, the increase in accuracy due to the addition of POI 
and RN data varied much more than when the model was trained on 
three regions. The increase in OA was between 0 and 7 p.p., and the 
increase in F1 score between 0 and 9 p.p. (Table 6 and Fig. 6). Not un-
expectedly, the OA as well as the average F1 score is lower compared to 
the case where three regions were used for training for all regions. The 
difference between using only Sentinel data and a combination of 
Sentinel, POI and RN data is shown in Fig. 6. The change in OA and 
average F1 score show a similar increase, which is most dominant in the 
North and East regions. 

The difference in classification accuracy when adding socioeconomic 
data in the classification is most notable in the Sport and Leisure class 
(Fig. 7). In Fig. 7 the classification results after training on region North 
are shown. When using only satellite data many samples are incorrectly 
classified as Sport and Leisure. The accuracy increases up to 21 p.p. for 
some LU classes after socioeconomic data is introduced. For all regions 
the increase in accuracy in Industrial Production is related to a reduction 
in confusion with the Commercial Public Service class and the Mines Dump 

Table 4 
Classification result using the different combinations of data sources. Highest 
accuracies are shown in bold.  

Dataset: OA [%] Average F1 [%] 

WCRN Random 
Forest 

WCRN Random 
Forest 

Sentinel-1 & -2 82 71 72 57 
POI + road network 55 69 44 58 
Sentinel-1 & -2 + road 

network 
84 78 74 64 

Sentinel-1 & -2 + POI 84 76 76 64 
Sentinel-1 & -2 + POI + road 

network 
85 80 77 69  

Fig. 4. Confusion matrix of urban land-use classified with a combination of Sentinel, POI, and RN data (A). Per class difference in percentage points of the clas-
sification accuracy between the result of only using satellite data vs. the combination of Sentinel, POI, and RN data (B). Note that on the diagonal an increase is shown 
in green as this is a desired results, while an increase outside of the diagonal is shown in red as this is an undesired result. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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sites class is more often confused with the Sport and Leisure class. 
The results of the RF model results are consistently lower than the 

results from the WCRN model for all regions in the 3vs1 as in the 1v1 
transferability test (Table 5, Table 6). The difference the in average F1 
score between the RF model and the WCRN model is comparable for the 
results of the whole Netherlands and the 3vs1 region test (7 and 8 p.p.), 
but converges more for the 1v1 region tests (5 p.p.). 

3.3. Socioeconomic feature analysis 

Mapping different urban land-use classes in a 2-dimensional feature 

space based on socioeconomic data of the Netherlands (Fig. 8a) shows 
that the Infrastructure, and Sports and Leisure classes have distinct clus-
ters compared to the other classes. Furthermore, a separation between 
the Residential, and Commercial Public Service on the right and the Agri-
cultural, and Mines and dump sites on the left can be observed. 

The visible separation between points of the Infrastructure, and Sports 
and Leisure and the other classes, explains why the classification accu-
racies for these classes increased relatively much (by 2 and 10 p.p., 
respectively) when socioeconomic data was added. In order to get a 
better view of the difference in socioeconomic features between the 
Commercial, Public, and Service class and the Industrial production class, 

Fig. 5. Model transferability demonstration when trained on three regions (North, East, and West) and applied on the city of Eindhoven in the South of the 
Netherlands using only Sentinel-1 and -2 data as input (A), and using Sentinel-1, Sentinel-2, POI and road network data as input (B). Ground truth is shown in (C). 
Roads are added in (A), and (B) from the ground truth as visual aid. Circled areas highlight some difference between (A) and (B). Building sites were manually 
masked, as the classification scheme did not include this category. 

Fig. 6. Difference in overall accuracy between using satellite data vs the combination of Sentinel, POI, and RN data per region (A). Difference in F1 score between 
using satellite data vs the combination of Sentinel, POI, and RN data per region (B). 
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we showed the two-dimensional mapping of these classes in Fig. 8b. The 
figure shows a clear separation between the two classes and is a good 
indicator why the net confusion between the two classes was reduced by 
3 p.p. after adding socioeconomic data. The lack of improvement in the 

classification accuracy of the Mines and Dump sites, and Agricultural 
classes after adding socioeconomic data is consistent with the absence of 
a clear cluster in Fig. 8a. 

The two dimensional visualization of socioeconomic feature space 
shows a similar pattern, compared to the whole of the Netherlands, for 
the Sport Leisure, and Infrastructure classes per region as well as the 
separation between the Residential, and Commercial Public Service on one 
side and the Agricultural, and Mines and dump sites on the other side 
(Fig. 8c). 

3.4. Spatial scale sensitivity 

To investigate at which spatial scale the model performance was 
better, we analysed the influence of socioeconomic data on the classi-
fication algorithm (b part of the network in Fig. 2) at different scales. In 
Table 7 the OA and average F1 score is shown. For both the POI as well 
as the RN a larger scale results in a better performance. The increase in 
accuracy with larger scales is likely due to the increased amount of 
samples that contain POI data. For the Combined data of the POI ex-
periments we only selected the 2400 m and 4800 m scale as these 
resulted in the highest accuracy for the Distance metric and Fraction of 
total experiments. Due to computational constraints of calculating the 
network graph of the road network only one additional scale is tested 
(400 m) in this study. 

3.5. Influence of mixed land-use categories 

Samples with a higher percentage of mixed land-use generally have a 
smaller probability of being classified correctly compared to samples 
with a low percentage mixed use. This follows from Fig. 9a, where the 
percentage of samples classified correctly as function of coverage is 
shown for the case of Sentinel-1 + − 2 data in blue and all available data 
in orange. Samples with a coverage above 80% are, on average, classi-
fied correctly 90% of the time, while the average accuracy is below 80% 
for samples with a coverage below 60%. From Fig. 9b it follows that 
when the coverage decreases the certainty, with which the algorithm 
classifies a sample, decreases as well. In Fig. 9b the difference between 
the highest and the second to highest score is shown as a function of the 
percentage covered by the majority land-use. All scores are scaled 

Fig. 7. Difference between classification result of case with Sentinel-1+ − 2 vs. all data sources per region when trained on region North. Positive values on the 
diagonal (green) indicate a higher percentage correctly classified, while positive values on off-diagonal positions (red) indicate a higher percentage incorrectly 
classified. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 5 
Classification results of training on three out of four regions. Results are reported 
for the region not included in training. Highest accuracies for each region are 
shown in bold.   

WCRN Random Forest 

Region Sentinel Sentinel + POI 
+ RN 

Sentinel Sentinel + POI 
+ RN 

OA 
[%] 

Avg. 
F1 
[%] 

OA 
[%] 

Avg. 
F1 
[%] 

OA 
[%] 

Avg. 
F1 
[%] 

OA 
[%] 

Avg. 
F1 
[%] 

North 77 64 80 69 61 47 73 62 
East 79 68 82 72 66 50 76 65 
West 76 64 80 69 67 51 73 60 
South 80 70 85 75 71 54 80 67  

Table 6 
Average F1 scores per region trained (vertical) and region tested (horizontal) in 
a transferability experiment using Sentinel-1, − 2 and Sentinel-1, − 2, point of 
interest and road network data.  

Training 
region 

Test 
region 

WCRN model RF model 

Sentinel Sentinel +
POI + RN 

Sentinel Sentinel +
POI + RN 

North East 59 66 46 63 
West 57 63 44 56 
South 60 68 46 65 

East North 60 66 48 62 
West 59 66 48 59 
South 63 73 52 68 

West North 58 58 37 53 
East 61 61 42 57 
South 65 69 49 60 

South North 57 60 42 57 
East 61 64 46 61 
West 59 62 50 59  
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between zero and one, and the total of all scores per sample adds up to 
one. Data points of the classes Infrastructure, and Sports and Leisure for 
which coverage information was not available were not included in the 

figure. The coverages are binned in steps of 5% and the data was drawn 
from the entire Netherlands. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. The contribution of socioeconomic data in classifying urban land-use 

We found in all experiments that the addition of socioeconomic data 
yields an increase in the accuracy of urban land-use classification. This 
improvement is indicated by an increase in OA and an equal or higher 
average F1 score for the classification of all urban land in the 
Netherlands. When using data from the entire country, adding socio-
economic data yielded a 5 p.p. increase in F1 score. This result suggests 
that this socioeconomic data contains information on urban land-use 
that is not reflected in the spatial patterns of optical and radar imag-
ery alone. Multiple studies found that complementing remote sensing 
data with socioeconomic data, such as POI’s, time series signatures, and 
street view images increases the accuracy of urban land-use classifica-
tion (Cao et al., 2020; Srivastava et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2020). The in-
crease in accuracy that we observed is relatively low compared to the 
study of Xu et al. (2020). Additionally, the socioeconomic data by itself 
is not enough to produce an accurate classification. This can most likely 

Fig. 8. Two-dimensional visualization of socioeconomic feature space per urban land-use class of the Netherlands (A); the Commercial, Public, Service and the 
Industrial Production class in the Netherlands (B); and all classes per test region after training on region North (C). The x marks the average of each class in this two- 
dimensional feature space. 

Table 7 
Validation results for the classification accuracy of urban land-use of the POI, 
and RN data at different scales. For the POI data different metrics are shown. In 
all results data of the whole Netherlands was used. The cases where no score was 
calculated are noted with ‘-‘. For some F1 scores no value is reported (nan), this 
is due to a class having zero true positives.   

Point of interest Road Network 

Scale 
[m] 

Distance metric Fraction of 
total 

Combined Statistics  

OA 
[%] 

Avg. 
F1 
[%] 

OA 
[%] 

Avg. 
F1 
[%] 

OA 
[%] 

Avg. 
F1 
[%] 

OA 
[%] 

Avg. 
F1 
[%] 

200 30 nan 30 nan – – 42 39 
400 35 nan 35 29 – – 47 47 
600 37 33 35 29 – – – – 
1200 42 41 37 34 – – – – 
2400 42 43 35 33 42 42 – – 
4800 43 43 38 36 50 49 – –  
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be attributed to the lower density of available POI’s in the Netherlands 
(21 POI’s per km2) opposed to a selection of urban regions in China (954 
POI’s per km2). We added road networks and showed that road networks 
contain complementary information to POI’s and satellite imagery, and 
that the complementarity also works in the classification for larger 
areas, including built-up areas outside the larger cities, which are likely 
more heterogeneous. 

The benefit of socioeconomic data for classifying urban land-use 
varies per region when applying a trained model to a new region. 
When we trained our classification model on three regions and tested on 
one independent region, adding socioeconomic data increased the 
average F1 score between 4 and 5 p.p. This increase is comparable to the 
increase in the average F1 score over the whole Netherlands (5 p.p.). 
When training the model on one region and testing it on another, the 
added value of socioeconomic data increase varied strongly between 
regions. In this transferability experiment, we found an increase in the 
average F1 score of up to 9 p.p.. However, for the West region socio-
economic data was less beneficial than others, indicating that even when 
it comes to socioeconomic data there are differences between regions. 
Albert et al. (2017) showed that inter-class differences between cities in 
Europe resulted in a lower classification accuracy when a model was 
transferred to a new region. We found that even within the country of 
the Netherlands these differences are present, as indicated by the dif-
ference between the results after training on the entire Netherlands 
compared the results after training on one region attests to this. A 
domain adaptation approach, where a mapping is applied to match the 
source and target domains (Ganin et al., 2015) might mitigate the effects 
of the differences between regions. 

In all test settings the WCRN reached higher accuracies than the RF 
model. The difference between the WCRN and the RF model is likely 
thanks to the ability of the WCRN model to extract information from 
spatial patterns in the Sentinel data. In the case when no spatial patterns 
are present, i.e. when only the socioeconomic data is used without sat-
ellite imagery, the RF model outperforms the WCRN model. 

Classification accuracies we obtained in the model transferability 
setting are high compared to other studies. Gong et al. (2020), for 
example, used Sentinel-2 and POI data to classify urban land-use in 
China. After training on samples collected in 21 different cities these 
authors tested their approach on six cities from which no training data 

was collected and achieved a mean OA of 66%. By comparison, we 
achieved an average OA of 78% when the network was trained on three 
regions and tested on a fourth region where no training data was drawn 
from. Chen et al. (2021), who achieved an impressive 91% OA classi-
fying urban land-use in the USA using, among others, Sentinel and 
population data observed a considerable drop in classification accuracy 
in a model transferability setting. In this setting they trained their deep 
learning network on one city and applied it to four other cities and 
obtained OAs between 22% and 82% (averaging at 54%). With our 
approach, where we trained on one region and tested on the other three, 
we obtained a more consistent result, with average F1-scores between 
58% and 73%, (averaging at 65%). 

The addition of socioeconomic data was not equally beneficial for all 
urban land-use classes. The classes Sport Leisure, Infrastructure, Com-
mercial Public Service, and Industrial Production were to benefit most from 
socioeconomic data, while the classes Agriculture and Mines Dump sites 
were more often confused with other classes after adding socioeconomic 
data. The reason for the difference between classes stems most likely 
from the discrepancy between the number of available POI’s per class. 
Mines and dump sites are less likely to be marked than shopping malls 
and sport parks. Additionally, the road networks of some land-use 
classes might be relatively similar. For example, the overall density 
and structure of the road network around a farm can look similar to that 
of a dump site, while that structure in a residential or commercial area is 
different and more dense (Fig. 10). The difference is also related to how 
well a category can be classified by satellite data alone. The physical 
appearance of the Industrial Production class typically shows some 
overlap with the Commercial Public Service class making it hard to infer 
the land-use class from Sentinel data, leaving more room for improve-
ment by adding socioeconomic data. For example, in the Netherlands 
business parks are often a mix between production and service/retail 
companies with no clear visible distinction between them (Fig. 11). The 
lack of a distinctive representation in POI’s and road networks between 
certain classes was further confirmed by the two-dimensional visuali-
zation of the extracted features from the last layer of the model. The two- 
dimensional visualization showed a relative strong separation between 
Sports Leisure and Infrastructure relative to all other classes, while it was 
hardly possible to separate the classes Mines Dump sites and Infrastructure 
from other classes. 

Fig. 9. A: Percentage correctly classified as function of coverage by the main land-use class in per tile. B: Difference between the first and second highest score 
awarded by the classification algorithm as function of percentage covered by the main LU type. 
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4.2. Implications 

We found that mixed land-use pixels are more difficult to classify 
with high accuracies than pixels with a uniform land-use. Based on Fig. 9 
we suspect that mixed land-use negatively impacted the classification 
accuracy in two ways. The first possibility is that the algorithm is not 
able to favour one of the land-use classes presented in the sample over 
another (mixed-use). The mixed-use scenario would result in a small 
difference between the first and second highest scores, at low coverages. 
The majority of samples, however, still showed a difference in score of 
0.6 out of 1 between the first and second land-use class (Fig. 9b). This 
implies that it is not just mixed use causing the reduction in accuracy, 
but that there might not be enough information to correctly classify a 
sample. This would be in line with the findings of Albert et al. (2017), 
who found that reducing the tile size below 250 m reduced the classi-
fication accuracy of urban land-use. Object detection in combination 
with classification might reduce the number of mixed pixels, however, 
fully eliminating them will not be possible. For example, Chen et al. 
(2021) and Gong et al. (2020) used objects based on road network to 
create urban land-use tiles and still experienced mixed pixels. In reality, 
mixed land-use occurs not only within a 200 by 200-m area but also on a 
building scale. Not uncommon is the combination of residential apart-
ments and stores or restaurants in one building. This would have to be 
accounted for by including mixed use classes (Cockx et al., 2014) or 
assigning multiple labels to one tile/object (Sumbul et al., 2019). 

The choice of classification framework depends on the region of in-
terest. In this study for the Netherlands we used a framework that was 
based on the available ground truth data. When we would apply this 
approach to a new region, categories that are present in the new region 
might not exist in the source region. The Netherlands knows no real 
slums for example, which are present in other parts of the world. For 
these categories new training data should be created, making a direct 
model transferability approach not possible. Additionally, differences in 
the morphology of the built-up environment due to cultural and 

environmental conditions could limit the applicability of the model. In 
areas with similar build styles, such as elsewhere in Europe, the model 
could potentially yield reasonable results, whereas the classification 
accuracy would most likely deteriorate in area with different build- 
styles, such as Africa or South East Asia. However, the ‘black-box’ 
character of the deep learning models used in this study limits the 
explicability of the results of the transferability experiments, and 
therefore the transferability of geographically different regions remains 
an open question. 

Using satellite images when applying a trained model to a new region 
assumes that there are physical similarities between the same urban 
land-use categories located in different regions. Even within the 
Netherlands, the differences between regions caused a reduction in 
classification accuracy. When our approach would be applied to a larger 
area, the algorithm would have to depend more on socioeconomic data 
to classify urban land-use correctly. A requirement for this is that there is 
sufficient socioeconomic data available. The coverage of road networks 
in Open Street Map is continuously growing worldwide and now 
covering most regions. Barrington-Leigh and Millard-Ball (2017) found 
that the global road network is more than 80% complete. POI data is 
more scarce, unevenly distributed, and mainly available in North 
America, Europe, Brazil, and Japan (Hochmair et al., 2018). At this 
moment this will limit the applicability to these areas. 

The methods for map making are shifting away from tedious manual 
work towards an automated approach where algorithms can classify 
new regions without loss of accuracy. However, recent studies show that 
further progress is needed. Our results, for instance, do not match the 
80% thematic accuracy of built-up classes that the Urban Atlas aims for. 
Yet, the presented approach is a step forward in making urban land-use 
maps using publicly available data, and a less time consuming process 
compared to the classic way of producing information on urban land- 
use, which often takes years of manual work (Büttner and Kosztra, 
2017). With the increase in areas where road networks are fully mapped 
and the global growth in point-of-interest mapping the usability of these 
dataset to classify urban land-use will increase as well. This will 
potentially lead to better classification results and eventually enable us 
to match the thematic accuracy of the established urban land-use 
datasets while only taking a fraction of the production time. 

5. Conclusions 

In order to create a reproducible approach for large-scale classifi-
cation of urban land-use, we sought to improve the transferability of a 
neural network. We found that when Sentinel-2 and Sentinel-1 data does 
not contain enough information to apply a trained neural network on a 
new region, the addition of POI data and road network statistics im-
proves the classification accuracy, depending on the region. The main 
benefit in using socioeconomic data is observed in the urban land-use 
classes: Commercial Public Service, Industrial Production, Sport Leisure, 
and Infrastructure. These are classes for which relatively much POI data 
is available and are either difficult to classify by their physical appear-
ance or are marked by mixed pixels. The growing availability of 

Fig. 10. Road networks per land-use category. Mines and Dump sites (A), Agricultural (B), Residential (C), Commercial, Public, and Service (D).  

Fig. 11. Google earth image of typical business park in the Netherlands con-
taining a mix of production and service/retail companies. 
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socioeconomic data, such as Open Street Map data, means that classi-
fying urban land-use with in regions with no training data will become a 
more viable option in the future. The datasets and algorithms for 
training and testing are available at https://doi.org/10.34894/5BBSU6 
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